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China Base oils Market insight
China’s grOup ii Base Oils May retreat On tepid deMand

China’s base oil imports are likely to decline in 
the second quarter of 2018, as overseas refinery 
maintenance will cut import availability and domestic 
downstream demand is slack. 

In South Korea, SK Lubricants’ base oils plant had a 
maintenance from 10 March to mid-April, limiting its 
supply to China in April and May.

Meanwhile, Taiwan’s Formosa Petrochemical 
Corporation (FPCC) will have no volumes for spot 
sales in mainland China from June as the company will 
commence a two-month routine turnaround in July, a 
company source said.

Its base oil exports to mainland China are likely to total 
about 98,000 tonnes in April-June, down by 23% from 
the previous quarter, ICIS data shows.

Chinese buyers rarely import Group III base oil from 
Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (Adnoc) in the second 
quarter due to previous massive stockpiles and ample 
spot inventories.

In the first quarter, Chinese buyers purchased plenty 
of Adnoc resources in view of refinery maintenance 
planned in South Korea. 

This led United Arab Emirates (UAE) origin base oils 
into China to surge by 99.3% year on year to more than 
37,000 tonnes in the period, according to data released 
by China Customs.

China imported 801,000 tonnes of base oils in January-
March 2018, down by 66,000 tonnes year on year, 
according to the data. 

The drop came mainly as maintenance reduced 
overseas suppliers’ output, some refiners raised 
supply to India and southeast Asia for greater arbitrage 
opportunity and import interest was weak in China, 
market sources said. 

Two major refiners in South Korea shut their base oil 
plants for maintenance in early March and Malaysia’s 
PETrONAS also conducted a turnaround at its base oil 
facility in late February to early April. 

Demand remained robust in India and southeast Asia 
markets, and local buyers could accept higher prices 
than Chinese buyers. This caused some Asia suppliers 
to cut their volumes to China in the first three months. 

Moreover, China’s import interest was dampened by 
ample local supply, a demand lull during the Spring 
Festival (15-21 February) and negative import profits 

resulting from a soft price trend in the domestic market. 

South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan remained major 
suppliers to mainland China in the first quarter of 2018, 
with their combined export volume accounting for over 
75% of China’s total imports, official data showed. 

In the period, cargoes from South Korea declined by 
12.6% year on year amid local refinery maintenance 
while volumes from Singapore dropped by 11.8% year on 
year as local suppliers diverted some output to Europe. 

China’s domestic base oils market was weaker than 
usual in Q1 2018 due to sluggish demand and the 
resulting supply-side pressure.

January to February was down-season influenced by 
the Chinese New Year holiday. Base oils markets were 
stable-to-soft during this period.

Demand for industrial lubricants and in turn base oils 

CNY/tonne

GROUP II N150 IMPORT MARGIN IN 2018
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had been dampened by more stringent government-led 
environmental inspections since early March.

Operations at the iron and steel producers, as well as 
the mining industry, had been severely impacted, while 
production at some lubricant blenders had been reduced 
or disrupted.

Moreover, many downstream users had taken a back 
seat since early March with more stringent measures in 
place to address consumption tax evasion.

Downstream buyers had retreated to sidelines and only 
purchased on a need-to basis, with uncertainties over 
the impact of the new invoicing system.

Domestic base oils producers had to cut offers to attract 
buying interest as a result.

Most importers and downstream producers had 
started to build inventories since last November, in the 
expectation of tight supply during April amid a slew 
of unit turnarounds in Asia and robust demand. Most 
downstream participants relied on their stocks with little 
interest to tap the spot market in March, even though it is 
a traditional demand peak season for base oils.

China’s domestic Group II base oils prices surged since 
late April, supported by rising international crude values 
as well as tightened spot availability as a result of unit 
turnarounds.

Buy/sell Chinese base oils at the right price
gain access to the latest market prices and detailed 
commentary on price drivers, with access to all of the 
following:

n   Import and export spot and contract prices
n   Domestic prices
n   Data on inventory levels and domestic price margins
n   Plant and production news – shutdowns, maintenance 

and turnarounds
n   Commentary on supply/demand trends, trading activity 

and up/downstream markets, as well as changes in 
government policies

Do you have the right 
tools to stay afloat in the 
DeClining Chinese Base oils 

Markets?

request a free sample report

https://www.icis.com/contact/free-sample-price-report/?channel=chemicals&commodity=chemical&region=china&cmpid=ILC|CHEM|CHPRI-2018-GLOBAL-SGC-china-baseoils-market-insight-PDF&sfid=7012X000001q7DJ
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Sinopec Gaoqiao Petrochemical shut its 300,000 tonne/
year Group II base oils plant for maintenance during mid-
March and the end of May, and has halted spot sales 
since mid-/late April with inventories depleted.

Base oils output at Nanjing refinery was restricted 
recently by insufficient feedstock supply from Sinopec 
Jinling Petrochemical due to an improvement project 
in upstream units, with an unspecified date to return to 
normal production.

Moreover, FPCC will suspend base oils supplies to the 
mainland China trading market from June to August due 
to a planned maintenance from early July to the end of 
August, further tightening spot availability in the domestic 
market.

Despite tight supply, base oils prices are unlikely to 
extend gains in June. 

Market participants are increasingly standing on the 
sidelines as June approaches. 

navigate anD optiMise opportunities in the Chinese Base 
oils Markets

ICIS now provides diagnostic and prescriptive solutions that offer a 360-degree view for China’s base oils markets, 
complementing each pricing report subscription with these powerful tools:

n   live supply and demand disruption tracker – real-time view of domestic supply, plant outages and start-ups for 
the next 12 months, plus the impact of these changes

n   price driver analytics – Key performance indicators, such as import/export parity, feedstock and downstream 
spreads, substitution trends and arbitrage/netback data

n   a quarterly supply and demand Outlook

request a demo

CNY/tonne

GROUP II N150 AND N500 PRICES IN EAST CHINA 2018
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Inventories at downstream users are at medium-to-high 
levels following a concentration of restocking activities 
during May.
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